**U-Frame**

Two models are available. One serves as an anchor for pinned pipe. The second model is for free sliding pipe. SHOES NOT INCLUDED.

**FEATURES**

- Medium duty U-frame design used in light piping applications
- Pre-engineered pipe rack system
- Modular design decreases lead time and rack cost
- Standard foundation calculations and designs are available
- Hot dipped galvanized steel

**SPECIAL NOTE**

1. MPR-309 uprights supports come in two versions. One version is for applications where the pipe is fixed (pinned) to the support. The second version is used when sliding shoes are used.

2. Quotes are issued as budgetary since the pipe designer will specify if the pipe is pinned or slides freely over the support. Sliding shoes are not included. Unless specified, it is assumed that every fifth upright support will be an anchor to hold the axial load on a pinned support.